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ABSTRACT

A simple theory of the lifting line type
has been developed for the design of
high efficiency rotors (propel lers and
horizontal axis lrindmi lls), the
prediction of their off-desiqn
perfornance, and the perforoance of
arbi trary rotors general ly. Al though
the design calculations can be carried
out with a pocket scientjfjc calculator,
the off-deslgn and arbitrary rotor
performance calculations are nrore
conveniently perforaed with a soal I
prograrmab I e digital computer. A
FoRTRAN 1V code named HELICE, vihich will
run on a POP 10/11 computer, has been
lJritten at 1"1.1.T. by l,1rs. Susan Frenclr
for this purpose. Thjs paper djscusses
the algorithms used in HTLICE and its
application to the design and
performance predi ct i on of propellers
for: l. a Wakefield class rubber model;
2. a powered hang glider; 3. a self-
launchjng sai lplane; and 4. a pedal
driven airplane. An earlier version of
this procedure was used to design
propellers for M.i.T,'s Chrysalis and
oaL I 14acCrpddy' s f,ossameTlTbilio-ss
nurnan powered a irp_Ianes. 

-
INTRODUCTION

The tirst lift!nq linc dnalysis of
mrninun induced loss propellersl was
pLrblished by Betz (with dn appendix by
Prandtl) at Goettingen in 1919. Sydney
Gol dstei n' s 1929 doctor's dissertation,

also done at Goettingen2, may be
regarded as confinning the essentjal
correctness of the approximate radial
circulation di stri but ions corresponding
to minimum induced loss operation
calculated by Betz and Prandtl. Glauert
seems to have been on the verge of
publishing a related propeller momentun
thpory , o.rsistenL Lr'i1h Lncse ninimdm
induced loss concepts in 1934, but his
unti rely death may have prevented him
from hriting it down correctiy3.
Since then other investigators have
r or,\ iderrJ r-ldL,d rheo"ies, e.q.
Lerbe4, Theor,lorsen5, Hlrschb,
Ciordano/, ond d. VriesS, FdLh with
vdrying degrees of elaboration and
speciclization, but the one gjven belor
is conceptudlly very sirnple, and has
given preoictron\ wnictr dqree well with
e'pFrimenldi o,lta9,l0 for low solidity
rolors operated al low advance ratios
(viaR.0.1).

THE I]FTI CONDI TIOIl

Betz saidl: ,,0ie Stroemung hinter
ei ner Schraube rnit geringstem
Energieverlust ist so, wie wenn die von
jed€n Schrdubenf I uegel durchlaufene Bahn
(Schruabent laeche) erstarrt waere und
sich Bit einer bestirmten
Geschwi nd i gkei t nach hjnten verscheibt,
oder sich mit einer bestimten linkel-
qeschwi nd i qke i t !m die schraubenachse
dreht" (The floH behind a screi of
minimum energy loss is as jf the path
fhel icoidal surfacel laid down
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by each blade were rnade rigid and
displaced itseli towarci the rear with a
cert.rjn laxial] velocity, or turned
itself about the screw dxis with a
.n-t,rr. d,tt dr v-l .rLyr. lr. i
tset2's "ri!tid nake" condition, and
thinking of tlre idealized helicoidaI
vorLex sheets as movinq riqid bodies is
exactly lvhat has confused rotor analyst!
for 60 years, since idealized "free"
vortex sheets cannot move as riaid
bodjes; but they ?o-rnove localli
perpendic.rlar to thense I vE5-iiid-they can
glnetle "pppdrd,rcc--oftlqTu body nor iin
'l .l'n locaT 'tr;;l-vp loL iLv is given uy
v' cosS, where v' is the radially
un i fonr Betz "displacement" velocity
and O is the local helix angle, measured
frorn d plane perpendjcular to the screw
axis, This js shown in Fjqure 1.
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It fol lows that the axi al velocity and
the rotationdl ve'locity of a helicoidal
vortex sheet, flroving so as to satisfy
the Betz condition, is gjven by (I use
Gl airert's notat i on throughout):

wrotrtional = v'cosi si n$

(1)

(2')

To show thdt this vortex sheet motion
mini rjzes the induced loss of a lightly
loaded rotor, consjder Figure 2 which
shows tlle components of the local
velocity actjng cn a propel ler blade
eleftent, dnd the associated I ift and
drag (or thrusl and torque) components
of its loading.

Helicoidal vortex sheet motion to fulfill the Betz

condition. Helical vortex fildments 1 and 2 appear to
move axially with the displacement velocity, v', but
actually move perpendicular to themselves with ve'locities
Vt 3nd v2.
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Fig, 2 Blade element velocity diagram and loading in Glauert's
notati on -

The blade elelren: eificiency is qjven by dno if the induceci velocity components
are half the vortex sheet velocity
(exactly as in wjng theory) , one obtains

r. rf [!)z2 v (1.): * "':

( 5)

!-1_(6)
i t .'

(3)

)3)
" =l ?."." '

" = l! Ir
where 0 is the helix angle of the blade

_t ,.d,
velocitv vector l,/. . - Ldn ../ V

is the ftight velocity, n js the snaft
velocity, and d and a' are dimensjonless
measures of aV and a'0r, the axial and
rotational components of the induced
velocity, w.

lf the propeller is liqhtly loaded

. (li!J 
' -r - 

(4)
'indLr.ed - 

{t+a) t+d+a

.rbst.ituting equations 5 and 6 in
equat i on 4 gives

-lrind,.ed = ::-l v-t*z'1 o)

which js maximized for the propel ler as
d whole if v'/V is radially constant.
This argurnent is due to 6lauert3. A
sjmilar argument applies to a windfilill
0r "ram air turbjne" blade i,l,'xr-ont v./hose
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efficiency is the exact inverse: where r, the ddvance ratio is
(13)

solving equation 9 for f(r), introducing
Lhe velocity fraction l, dnd redrranging
al lol{s us to write an approximate
d'ldlyt iL expression lor the oimension-
less bound circulation corresponding to
ni nimlm i nduced loss:
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here Q, T, e, a, ar and v' are all
negative.

THE BENTZ_PRANDTL ANO 6OLDSTE I N

C I RCUTAT ION DISIRIBUTIONS COI'IPARED

To find the circulation distribution
bound to each of B rotor blades at
radius r for the vortex sheet motion
satisfying the Betz condjtion, Stoke's
Law js applied to an annular tube of
radi al ly undisturbed slipstream (light
lodding assumed) lying between a radius
r and the outer radius R (equal to the
propel ler rad i us ), whence:

Btf - . r^2

rt*t

where

x=ar/\=(t/?)/),=E/)

F = (2/r) cos (e )

F - (B/z)U 3;/\)lt-E)

oJ0
arr nar;: t = tJi =

8l = zar irotal'onat

vaveraee = F.v = f -'-t1"-t,

whc re

r '"lv/sl

.t5 tal

(14)

(ts1

(e)

The average rotat iona I velocity
wrotational at radius r will differ
from the sheet rotational .velocity, v'
cos6sind lwhere O: tan-.I {;) I by a
factor F, l,'hich prandtl estimated fron
an aralogy v,/itll tnp Inown solution in
tlio dimensional f low for the average
velocity of fluid within an jnfinite
array of semi-infjnite plates spaced a
djstance s apart and movjng
perpendicJlar to Lhenselves. lf y is
the distance from the plate edges, and v
is thejr corunon velocity Isee Ref. 3],

( 10) repeated

(12) repeated

The synbol G for this normalized
circulation is chosen in honor of
Glauert and Goldstein. Values of G

calculated by equation 14 are plotted as
a function of r/R = 6 for tt,lo and four
blade rotors operating at ). = 0.2 and
0.5 in Fiqure 3. Goldstein's pdinfully
calculated rnore exact results2 are
included for comparison. The quaotity
s/R on the curves is the ratio of tlrrl
perpendicular edge spacing of the vortex
sheets to the propelle. tip radius. I
draw the conclusion that the Betz-
Prandtl approximate minimum induced loss
circulation is valid if s/R is less than
one. At higher values of s/R the
tsetz-Prandt I distribuLion \^roJlo rFquirF
hedvier blade loading at ldrge radii and
liqhter loadinq at small rddji, a

modjfication which might even be
desirable from a practical standpojnt:

The qoantity G has a no$entum
i nteroretat i on as well. Since

't 11'2 , t) - , oslo. c is equdt ro
the ratio of the averdge dxial velocity
in the slipstream at radius r to the
displacement velocity, v'. If a single
rotation propeller could become an

"actuator disc", G would equal 1 at all
r < R, which would require B > - and

(10)

( 11i

The corresponding value of f (the edge
di stance-sheet spacing paraneter) for
the flow near the edges of an array of
helicoiddl vortex sheets moving with
velocity v' cosO is

B (r -i) (r2)
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r r 0. High pitch propellers with a
snall nurnber of blades viill always have
hiqher indLtced losses rhan many-blaoeo
fldt prt(.h propellers Lecduse of lhe
inherently more periodic nature of their
sl ipstrearn flow.

COi4PUTER OESIGN OF PROPELLERS
OF H IGHEST EFFICIENCY

0n the other hand, the profile
efficiency, tano/tan(O + e), is

TE
maximized if O =4 - Z, which would
requjre that e be 0ade as small as
poss ible, and that the most heavi ly
loaded bldde elements operate at
O - 45", corresponoing lo l = 1. Also,
smal I er b lade numbers wi I I i ncrease the
blade chords required to maintdin the
nearly constant propel ler solidity
needed to support d given disc loading,
leading to higher blade element Reynolds
numbers dnd reduced vdlues for €,
Therefore, the desjgn of a propeller of
highest efficiency for a specified disc
loading involves a balancing of the
conf licting requirements for high
induced efficiency, which favors low

Fi9. 3 f,linimun induced loss bound circulation according to Betz
and Prandtl -- dnd according to Goldstein.

TDCHNICA! SOARING

advance ratios and a large nurnber of
blades, and for high profile el fic iency,
vlhich favors a high advance ratio and a

smal I number of blades.
The dndrys. dchieves this balancp in

the HELICE program with a procedure
suggpsLpd t y Goldstein wnich dptermines
the rdd ia I ly u'rilorn displacenen!

velociLy rdtio, ( v- , corresponding to
minimun inoucpd lo"s loaoiag for a given
wake geometry, G(B,r), and the
assoc i ated overall efficiency,
corresponding to the expected radial
distribution of blade element lift to
drag ratio. The procedure follows:

1) Calculate four loading integrals:

dlr ,-^ L D/Ll. ,it- -* t'' "-l' 'r =/' *o;, "...(to)o"

P=,rn l, -'it] [*] (r7)
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If the propeller efficiency given by
this procedure for vdriL,Us trdils of B,
P (or T),V, {, R, ond P seerns to be
satisfactory, it is a sinple matter to
detenni ne the corresponding propeller
blade geometry. For the case of a

fuselaqe or nace'lle so small compared to
the propeller that its effect of the
flow field can be neqlected, the blade
eienent velocity helix angle and
mdgn j tude are given by

(26)

-orl = lec

dJ,
ni = 2(G

2) lf thru

I - (3)'] (18)

'.,i,, j t:;. ]
( 1e)

st is specified, rc ' 2I

"u2;oz

, _ 'l
2

2P

t,

,l
)l,,t

/ 4I -r-i' " ,i' ( 20)
' 

ln " 
.t,]

c 4nr - G.-!
i-l l.J/v cr

3) rf is specified,

u = //7 *:l;;;;r
The blade angle and chord

(27 )

are given by

(28)

(zel

where o and c" arp the bl"de elenent
desiqn anqle o"f attack and I ift
coefficient in "two dimensional" flo$
corresponding to the values of 0/L used
to calculate the blade loading integrals
It, IZ, J1, and J2.

Ac snon as ihe hlade .hord is
cdlculated it becones possible to
calculate the blade element Reynolds
number, l4ach number, and thickness-to-
chord ratio:

(30)

(31)

Jt( + J2q' ( 21)

(22)

, _2!_
pv3nn2

power

. =,t' 2Jz 'T ( 23)

(24\

(22) repeated

(25)

, -, ' ,.2

Equations 20 and 23 are the rotor
li'Ling line equivalcnLs of the wing
li'Li19 line to|nJld For the spdnwise
constant induced anqle of attack
correspondjng to e1l iptic loading:

CL

di nduced ; Z;,rLo /)/

xe=T-'n't

",=!.!

!-ua
The more complicated rotor form is
necessary to account for the wake
geometry and for the fact that the
specified thrust or power depends on the
resolution of blade elenent drag as well
as lift into thrust and torque
components.

(32)

t/R is presumably limited
constrai nts on strength or

the quantjty
by structural
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stiffness. Consideration of the effect
of these parameters on the blade element
.lraracteri stics may indicate the
desirabiljty of ;teratjng the procedure
|,vith inproved values of D/L along the
r,idius. Also, the integrals Il, I2,
'i, rd Jz 4epetu un rFe lrqr" r-
-ocrr'o aisumption r hdt v{/V": lr/x2 r L
ll q js ldrge (it is lrequenl ly larger
than r), irproved values for the radjdl
lradients ot Tc and Pc are given by

TECHNICAI SOARING

This, in combination with the chords
given by equation 29, will tend to
preserve the minirl]um induced loss radial
loading. f4ore will be sdjd about the
effects of the body on the net
propulsive efficiency in a later sectjon.

OFF-DESJGN AND ARBITRARY ROTOR PERFORMNCE

Il iL is dssumed that the changes in
arjdl and rotational momenta in every
annulus of slipstrearn behind an isolated
rotor are due solely to the loads on the
blade elements in contact with it, that
the average slipstrean volocity changes
are less than the sheet velocities by
Prandtl's factor F, and that the axial
and rotational components aV and ar0r of
the induced velocities are half the
"u l t imate" sheet velocities, the
fcl lowing approximate equations can be
wrjtten for the radial qradients of
thrust and torque:

dr!! = (?nr)pv(t +a)zF(av)

'] or'tf,i.et".l". cost - cd slno)

| !$ = tr.l,ut, + .)2F (a'rr)

36)

(14)

which, on integrdting, will turn out to
be sl igtly djfferent from the values
!iven by equations 2L and 24. Some
andlysts, Theodorsen, for examp1e5,
would iterate the calculations with
vdlres ol GlB,i{l r i:)1, but, sincp
erperi'Ilent shorls thdt Lhe hel ico iddl
!ortex sheets actually ro11 up quickly
at the edges for large vaiues of ! , and
that the rolled up tip vortices preserve
the 1ight loading hel ix angle tan-1r
(because the axial velocity increase dt
the oLter edqes of rhe sl ipstredm ii
very sma'li), there is no redson to
suppose LhdL sLrch d nrodil icdtion is d
step c'loser to real i ty.

0n the other band, rhen the fuselage
or nacelle is large enough to affect the
propeller flow field, as it almost
invariably is for piston enginejnstallations, the disturbance must be
taken into nccount and the propeller
nust be "body" or, in the cdse of
steamboats, "wake" adapted, as suggested
by Lerbs4. If the azimuthally
averaged axial velocity to free strean
velocity ratio at radius r due to the
Fuseldge or nacelle (jn the absence of
the propel ler) is given by u, I
recormend that the blade anqies be
c al cu I ated as fol lo}Js i

dT-

7i = r:^c tfrt."'+ - | ',";r

ai = rtec ,fr'r", - p -.or

These can be solved for the induced
velocity components to yield

= | ov2 tS*t'?r.1". 'r"r . "o.orot 
(37)

(13)

r+ a {F ( 38)

(3e)llT - 4F

[-,'. uJ

wlrere d =Bc/2'r is the local rotor
sol idi ty. These equations appear
incorrectly. t,{ith F in the numerator, in
Glauert's article3 written just before
his death. Equations 38 and 39 are
anlogous to an approxinate lifting line
theory for riings in which the induced

g=tan' (35)
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angle at any spanwise location is
assumed to depend only on the local
spanwise I oadi nq, thus:

c" = c" (cosd/cosd.)t'2

snrr= tan-l I ttze lt, r ""t
lf l - "'"1 )

'nt nlt

l
( 45)

(42) repeated

radial
attack an
quantities

(46)

(47 )

(48 )

_It
4

6 - e" /r)'

Here Vl - (2ylb)2 ptays the rote of F
in eqi/ations 38 and 39. If we consider
a flat, elliptic planforn wing with a
spanwise constant cg = CL = Lift/qS,

E= rlt {t - 1*,rS and S c b-

(40)

we find that equation 40 gives
the familiar spanwise constant induced
angle of attack,

c.dj ndLrced - +-
elliPtic i (b'ls)

loadi ng

Application of equation 40 to drbitrary
vlings gives plausible spanwise lift
distributions which diverge from the
more correct Fourier harmonic solutions
of Glauert in proportion to their
departure from elliptic loading. l"1any

writers have commented on the
approxi mate "radial independence of
blade elements" which equations 36 and
37 imp1y, and how equations 38 and 39
can be expected to be more valid than
equation 40.

To find the radial lodd distribution
on a rotor blade, it is convenient to
make the characteristics of the blade
element airfoils functions of the angle
of attack between +90', thus:

-l'"'r
cr = crr (cosa/cosdt )

co = lsi ncl

cl- - cl.
cc = crr * (o, -; t" - otr

Such a model of blade e'lernent aero-
dynamics has been found to represent
rotor stal I i ng realistically.

To fjnd the load at a given
station, an initial angle of
is chosen, and the followinq
are computed:

sn, = u _ on

(equati ons 42 ot 44)

c.n = cr(o) (equations 41,43, or 45)

an = a(d, F, 0nr, "rn , cd ) (equation

a n = a (o, F, dnr, cxn,

38)

co ) (equation
" 3e)

The process is then iterated with a new
val ue of c

on * r dn*l l,^, -tn,,) (49)

unLil Lhe aosolute value o1 (tn, - tn,r) is
less thdn some smal I nurnler 1e.'9. O.^OO1')
The converqed values of a' ,0 , ct, and
cd dre Lhen used to find the raoidl
gradients of the thrust and power
coefficients based on the shaft speed at
each rad i al station:

(41)

(42)

(43)

cd = cd3 + tdc!/d(a2)l(c - d3)2 (44)
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3

4 - cdsinO)
( 50)

= + t :+ ]2eoo r"..in6 _ "o.".,lsr)
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and 39 caused the profile draq to
influence Lhe axidl (dV) dnd rotdLional
(a'0r) components of the induced
velocity. The equations were then
modif ied to read

These are integrated radially to find
CT and Cp.

_,L-1l+a 4

al
T-a-4

_L=!s

F. . L

F alns coso

(38a)

(3ea)

(a7 a)

- I'a,- I"=
LI = zj =I;ioq:1n=pnu )r 

L

p Jrdc",o 
o"-i5 

= J"- o,

Tc

,c - -.i
cp

These may be compared readily with the
thrust and power coefficients based on
the forward speed, which nay have been
used in the minimum induced loss rotor
design procedure described before, by
the fol lowi ng conversions:

which djd not improve the differences
for the one test case investigated;
nevertheless, equations 38a and 39a are
incorporated into HELICE as being
simpler and conceptually more consistent.

FUSELAGE OR NACELLE EFFECTS

To dccount lor the rotor loadinq in the
presence of d fuseldqe or nacelie which
causes the dveraqe dxial conponent of
the flov./ (in the absence of the rotor)
to hdve a value Lr rl I (see section IV,
equation J5), equation JB (or JBa) is
reyf i tten

(cr€os4 - cdsino) "l , c! coso- { F;;T
(38b)

and the iteration equation, 47, .is
rewri tten

'tl

n/2nl*I

^c_ ( s2)

(53)

.2

Propel ler perfonnance is usually
presented in Lerrns of Cf and Cp as
functions of the ddvance rdtio, r, or
the effecL ive pitch/d idmeter ratio,
J = rr, because there is always a shaft
speed even though V may be zero;
rindmi I I perfonnance is usually
presented as Tf and p. (or their
negatives) verius 1/^"= tip speed/vrind
speed ratio, because there is always a
wind speed even though the shaft speed
may be zero.

l{hen the geometry and characteristics
of a minimum induced loss rotor,
designed by the procedure of Section IV,
are used to predict rotor perfonnance at
the design poinL dccording Lo the
algorithns of Sectjon V, the values of
T6 and P6 dre found to be sligh y
d ifferent. These d i fferences -were
attributed to the fact that equations 38

I:ll t." liq,l(t_a )

Impl ementation of the iteration
procedure for the typical case of u < 1
then leads to higher values of blade
angle of attack and h'iqher values of dct

dc- Eano 6i ttran tor Li = I ds would be
expected. These correspond to the
"gross" loading of the rotor operating
'in the body flow field.

The calculation of the corresponding
"net" thrust of the rotor-body combina-
tion then leads to different treatments
for tractor and pusher propeller
installations. For the case of a
tractor propeller, the quantity t + 1

reflects the potential flow field at the
body nose which nay be nodeled by a



where Ap is the overpressure due to the
propeller, S is the body cross section
dred. dnd x is cisTance a lo40 rne Dody
dxis ol length l. Ko4inq.ll qives drl
approximate relation for ap;s a
functjon of AX downstream and upstream
of the rotor:

I, 6"7n II ;.-"'/'r- i'
f. ot^ I

I ti-.^-. r-I'
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source sink distribution dlong the body
and rotor axis, or another more exact
pane l-s i ngu l ari ty procedure. Account
nust then be taken (at least) of the
b.ioya4cy oadg or he body driSirg ir
consequence of the axial variation of
the rotor pressure f ield.

The buoydncy drag is given by

58

of the excessive drag produced by
separation of the body boundary layer
after the aft propeller was stopped. ln
the case of "pusher" steamboat
propel lers, operati onal considerations
force the propeller to be made so smal l
that it is dlmost entirely immersed in
the hul l boundary layer, and a propeller
design philosophy of "erasing" the
remote hull wake is adopted.

1n the HELICE proqrarn the treatment of
body interference is under the control
of the analyst. He can readily compare
the thrust and power absorption of an
isolated propel ler (u = 1) designed to
dbsorb d cerLdin power dt d cerldin
advance ratio with ninimum induced loss
loading, !,lith the thrust and power
absorption of a similar propeller
"depitched" (equation 35) to support
approximately the same radial loadjng in
a known body flow field {u * 1). The
gross LhrusL coelf icients ioFhis
depjtched propeiler can then be debited
by a correction proportional to the
gross thrust coefficient, since the body
buoyancy drag and the slipstream dynamic
pressure increase are proportional to
Ci and rl . ln Inis ddv, Lhe "neL"
thrust of Lhe propeller-body corbindtion
can be made equal to (or less than) the
thrust of an isolated propeller at the
same design point. There is very little
experimental evidence to serve as a
guide; indeed, dlmost all experjmental
data on actual propellers contains
u ncompensated body interference effe.ts
of one kind or another.

APPL I CAT ION

1. WAKEFIELD CLASS RUBBER POWERED IIODEL
AIRPLANE: Figure 4 presents the
along-axi s and i n-pl ane views of a t\ao
bldded propeller cdpdble ol r dirLdining
a'r initidl climb dnqle of 27.B- for il
model with a flying mass of 200 qms and
an L/D of 10. The propeller has a
diameter of 600 fin and turns at 480 rpm
aL on a irspeed of 5 n/s in a ir wiLh a

dFnsity ur 1.2?\ kqln3 (/60 mm Fg dt
I5"L). CLrrvps are also qiven foi LT,
CP, and n and for radial variations of
. o with different ddvdnce raLios.
Becduse of Lhe loe/ Reynold5 number, Lhe
blade elements are given a minimum
profile drdg coefficient of 0.02, a

I

9 vz loo jl a.

lv
1.
t,

(54)

^x 
(+)

T ax (-)
(upstream)

(55)

A tractor propeller has comparatively
little effect upon the skin friction of
the body boundary layer if the boundary
l ayer i s al ready assumed turbul ent,
because a single rotdtion propeller is
inherently incapable of increasing the
axial slipstream velocities c'iose to the
axis, It js capable of jmparting
c0nsiderable rotdtional velocity to the
slipstream, however, and this, in
combination with the periodic injection
of blade nomentum wakes into the body
boundary layer, will alnrost certainly
provoke transition of an otherwise
I ami nar boundary I ayer,

A pusher propeller installation also
may have u < 1 by reason of the body
potential flow field, and the body may
have buoyancy drag by virtLre of the
negative axial qradient of the rotor
pressure in the vjcinity of its ta'il,
but the effects of the runninq propeller
on the body boundary layer are
predominanLly fdvordble. There is a

well known instance of a prototype
tandem twin engine airplane which was
iacapable of ndintdining singlp eagine
flight on its forward propeller because
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maximum lift coefficient of and a
_ dc,

vdlue of 
-u 

o.oooo, which makes Lhe
d (c'des)

drag coefficient 0.0416 at stall. Even
so, a design point efficiency of 0.798
is calculated, and a peak efficiency of
0.823 at a slightly hiqher advance ratio
is indicated, which would occur somet.ime
after launch when the rubber motor. was
somewhat unwound and turning the pro-
pel ler more s lowly. 0ther calcul at.ions
not given here suggest that such a
propeller in combination with a 40 gm
rubber motor would take the model to an
altitude of 55 m, dnd that the total
duration of flight -- power plus glide
-- would exceed 3 minutes in still air.

2. P0WERED HANG GLIDER: Figure 5
presents the sane information for a
propeller for a powered hang glider.
The two bladed propeller is designed to
absorb /457 l,l (10 hp) at a shaft speed
of 1946 rpm [(9137J x 8000 crankshaft
rpml with a diarneter of 1372 mm (54
inches). The airspeed is taken to be
13.41 m/s (30 mph) in sea tevet density
air. The propeller is really much too
small to absorb this much power at this
airspeed. Becduse the tip speed is 10.4
times the flight speed, the blade chord
near the tips required to support the
Betz-Prandtl circulation is small, but
the chord near the blade roots is
irflense, which might be \trucLural ly
desirdble. The design point efficiency
is calculated to be between 0.55 and
0.62 t,lhen appropriate airfoil sectjon
data are used. The iteration procedure
g iven in Section V retuses to converge
for advance ratios much below the designpoint. The theory of this paper was not
meant to apply to such a heavily loaded
propel I er.

3, SELF-LAUNCHING SAILPLANE: Figure 6
presents the propel ler characteristics
and Figure 7 presents the calculated
perl'onnance of a self-launchj nq
sailplane fitted wiLh a HTLICE desiqned
propeller and powered by a snowmobile
engjne. The engine puts out 13.42 kN
(18 hp) at 6000 rpm in sea tevel densitydir. The two bladed propeller of BBg mm
(J5 inch) diameter is desiqned to
absorb this power dt an dirspeed of
30 m/s (67 mph), and vril I qive a rdte of

TECHNICA! SOAR]NG

cliffb of 2.6 m/s (510 ftlmin) at th.is
speed at a flying mass of 239 kg (521
1b) . At airspeeds higher than 30 nr/s,
the engine must be throttled to prevent
overspeeding. Even so, tne eng ine
propel ler combinat ion appedrs Lo be
capable of maintaining level flight at
an airspeed of 43.5 m/s (97 mph) with a
part throttle output of 10 k[ (13.4 hp)
at 6000 rpm. The hiqh tip speeds
(slR = 279 m/s or t"la = 0.82) hetp keep
the blade area small to reduce the
airframe drdg when the propeller is
stopped.

4. PEDAL DRIVEN AIRPLANE PROPELLER:
F igure B qives the geonetry performdncet
and radial lift coefficient distribution
for a propeller similar to that used on
the Chrysalis and Gossamer Albatross
ai rpTanEs. This twr5-SlaiEd-pFop-eTfer is
designed to absorb 373 l,{ (0.5 hp) at a
shaft speed of 125 rpm and dn airspeed
of 5 m/s, corresponding to steady
climbing flight. Selection of a
diameter of 4.267 n (I4 ft) and a design
point lift coeffic'ient of 0.8 insures a
clinb efficielcy of 0.83 and cruise
efficiencies of nearly 0.90. The
propel ler design and performance
algorithrns t,{hich I wrote in an early
veision of this paperl2 were used b],
my student, Hyong Bang, to write the
prografi used to design the Chrysalis and
Cossamer Al bdtros s a i rp Ianei-TTf
;ITo[iltri ng success led to the
development of HELICE, which is more
fl exj bl e in its application.

AVA ILAB IL I TY OF PLL ICE

lvlrs, French and I have been continuallv
debugging HELICI since Lhe first
workable versions were available late in
19/9. The dis(overy in the spring of
1980 Lhat iL would desiqn minimur
induced loss windmills and predict their
off-design performance hds led to the
general ization of the "print,, statements
(e.9. "R0T0R" now replaces ,PR0pELLER")

and the incorporation of certain escape
modes to terminate cases without loss of
previously stored i nformation when
'improper operation is indicated
(e.9. a < --0.5, correspondjng to the
vortex ring state). It is planned to
make program listinqs, floppy disc
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inputs, and user's manuals available
through 14.l,l. during the summer of 1981
at a price comparable to two prografiner
nan week5. Please adoress dl I inqu irie5
to l'4rs. Susdn I. french, Roon 4l-117,
14.1.T., Canbridge, l4A 021J9, USA,
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